**Burglar Bill** (LP002585)  
Ahlberg, Janet and Allan.  
Burglar Bill decides to change his ways after he becomes the victim of a burglary. For grades k-3.

**The Case of the Hungry Stranger** (LP002285)  
Bonsall, Crosby Newell.  
Shortly after Wizard pronounces himself a private eye, Mrs. Meech the lady next door, commissions him to find the thief who stole her blueberry pie. Mysterious fun for grades K-3.

**The Stories Julian Tells** (LP016863)  
Cameron, Ann.  
Seven-year-old Julian shares with us six funny stories from his life. They include getting in trouble with his little brother Huey, losing a tooth, and having a girl for a friend. For grades K-3 and older readers.

**Patrick’s Dinosaurs** (LP016867)  
Carrick, Carol.  
While visiting the zoo, Hank - who knows all about dinosaurs - tells his younger brother Patrick how the dinosaurs' size and habits compare with those of the zoo animals. Patrick's imagination then runs wild. For grades K-3.

**The Real Hole** (LP002372)  
Cleary, Beverly.  
Four-year-old Jimmy digs a real hole with a real shovel in the backyard. The hole is in danger of being filled in until Jimmy's father thinks of a wonderful thing to do with it. For grades K-3.

**Sidney Rella and the Glass Sneaker** (LP016964)  
Myers, Bernice.  
Sidney Rella becomes a football player with a little help from his fairy godmother. For grades k-3.
**Henry and Mudge and the Happy Cat** (LP016985)  
Rylant, Cynthia.  
One night a shabby-looking cat with fur that looked like "mashed prunes" came to the doorstep of Henry's house. Soon the cat was madly in love with the towel closet, the bathtub, and Henry's dog Mudge. Easy reading for grades 2-4.

**The Deadly Dungeon** (LP016982)  
Roy, Ron.  
While visiting Wallis’s castle, Dink and his friends investigate strange noises that lead them to a dangerous secret. For grades 2-4.

**Freckle Juice** (LP016855)  
Blume, Judy.  
Andrew is so envious of Nicky’s beautiful freckles that he pays five weeks’ allowance for a secret freckle-juice recipe. For grades 2-4.

**The Field Guide: Spiderwick Chronicles, Book 1** (LP016687)  
DiTerlizzi, Tony.  
When the Grace children--nine-year-old twins Jared and Simon and their thirteen-year-old sister, Mallory--move into their great-aunt Lucinda's run-down Victorian house, mischief begins, and Jared is blamed. Finding a book about faeries in a secret room gives a Jared a clue about the unseen troublemaker. For grades 2-4.  
2003.

**Genies Don’t Ride Bicycles** (LP016875)  
Dady, Debbie Jones.  
When the Bailey School kids find an old bottle and open its stopper their wishes start to come true, and they wonder if the new man in town might just be a genie. For grades 2-4.